English, ICT

Mathematics

Science, Design & Technology

Sp&L: Sharing information with others,
asking and answering questions
Reading: Using non fiction text for research
Writing: writing in different styles including
accounts, instructions, clues and riddles
ICT: exploring real and imaginary events
using computing
Using interactive resources for research
Developing word processing skills

Using repeated addition as an introduction to
multiplication
Recognising right angles in shapes and in
movement (turning)
Working with money – calculating totals and
giving change
Telling the time – o’clock, half hours and
quarter hours

Recognising the properties of common
materials
Finding out about natural and man made
materials
Investigating how materials can be changed
and whether these changes are permanent
Changes in food materials, through cooking
Using textiles to produce pictures and
patterns
Making paper structures

Project work - Main Focus
Key Skills:
Date: Spring 2014
Classes: Gold, Silver

A Material World

To find, interpret and organise information
To build on key skills learnt by applying them
in a different context

Developing general knowledge
Art & Design, Music

Humanities

Physical Education, PHSE

Developing observational skills for drawing
and colour matching using different materials
Investigating 3d modelling using clay
Using different materials to create collage

Finding out about the origins of materials
around the world

Using developing games skills to work with a
partner and as part of a small team
Developing a gymnastic sequence using
balance and roll, changing levels
Counting and following steps in traditional
folk dance

Using sound in a more sophisticated way
Investigating how materials can influence
sounds
Developing knowledge of duration, pitch and
tempo

Using artefacts to learn about the past –
looking for clues, including the materials they
are made from and their uses
Recognising the importance of special places
of worship – including mosque, church, and
synagogue

New beginnings – the importance of making
the most of a new start

